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ABSTRACT 
This study investigates the informative urbanism by constructing a method 

which specifically analyzes the accessibility and effectiveness of data-driven spatial 

locations, one can begin to envision the relational structure of actual traffic flows 

between them. 

This method utilizes simulated agents which demonstrates the value of 

computational analysis in terms of 2D, 3D, and 4D data collection, visualization, and 

analyzation on the urban scale. By developing an in depth collection of date from local 

networks such as Schools and Hospitals. Lubbock city, TX in the US used as a case 

study and proof of concept. this research breaks down the actual versus standardized 

understanding of urban sub-systems. Exploring this data duality, aims to contribute a 

more visual representation of the data collected from real programmatic networks 

found across all city sizes, scales, and locations and apply it to more physical networks 

like streets, highways, and infrastructural. 

 
 
 
 

Keywords: informative urbanism, parametric urbanism, interdisciplinary, 

multi-agent based simulation, digital design and Fabrication. 
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I.1 Why Cities? 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

“If the 20th century was the era of nations, the 21st century is the era of cities” 

(Lee Myung-bak, Former President, South Korea, 2008) 

Currently the world’s population is 7 billion individuals, within 50 years that number 

might rise to 9 billion. However, People lived in the cities for thousands of years, they 

still don’t fully understand how they function or how to develop and oversee urban 

communities to maximally profit occupants. Most existing urban planning, social 

researches, ecological studies covers little, disconnected areas of the city fabric, living 

large gaps in our insight and opportunities for the new field of information driven 

urban science (Delanda, n.d.; N Leach, 2009; Schläpfer, 2014). The city is usually 

designed by urban planners and the people are forced to cope with the fabric built. 

This method has eventually created dead, unsafe and unhealthy Spaces. We need to 

look at the city as a living incident that grow and change through time, learn from 

people’s behaviors within the city and try to upgrade and modify the city fabric in 

order to adopt people’s positive performance. Across the globe, developers are 

building smart cities, offering healthy and more efficient living (Townsend, n.d.). 

Information Driven design is characterized as an interdisciplinary strategy, which 

looks for consistent urban logics and analyzes its significance through different 

progressed computational techniques including numerical models, scripting and 

quantitative logics. We developed these strategies by investigating, gathering, 

breaking down, and envisioning geospatial information and speaking to it through 2D, 

3D, 4D, manufacture, and different recreation advances. This research chose 

Lubbock, TEXAS (city district) in USA as a case study and proof of concept. The 

goal behind associating theoretical information to a geometric frame is to make a 

connecting with experience that permits creators to examine the information through a 

dynamic 
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evolving interface. However, urban planners and designers are constantly inspired by 

discovering alternative approaches to represent information. 

 
“Cities and metro areas are defined by the quality of the ideas they generate, the 

innovations they spur, and the opportunities they create for the people living 

within and outside the city limits.” 

(Rodin, Schooler, & Schaie, 2013) 
 
 

I.2 Informative Urbanism 

The informative urbanism is a collaborative research between different urban 

disciplines that extend concentrating on the coordination of Data Structure with the 

parametricism theory where the focus is placed on data gathering, advanced design 

modeling, real-time simulation, parametric spatial demonstrating, and digital 

fabrication (Chestnut, 2008). This study of spatial mapping, through advanced digital 

design tools unfold how the urban data and its geospatial geographic spatial patterns 

can be brought into a new era of parametrically controlled urban patterns which can 

later be converted into thematic maps. It also uses real time based simulation to 

instantly analyze how urban fabric act and trace the simulation to give sight to the 

problems and flows. The goal of informative urbanism undertaken by this research is 

to close the loop between urban planning and implementation by using different 

representations of the same spatial data. 

Schumacher outlines how the parametric approach "defies both, the rest of the 

remnants of modernist’s monotony, and the cacophony of the urban chaos that has 

sprung up in the wake of Innovations end, with an intricate, variegated request 

motivated by the self-arranging procedures of nature"(Schumacher, 2010b). This 

approach complement on assortment and relationship rather than a straight connection 

that does not consider the exchanging and inner connection of urban data. The 

architecture or urban design proposals, from designing furniture piece to urban 

pattern, is investigated as parametric sequence ''Along these lines everything is 
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potentially made to compose and resonate with everything else" (Schumacher, 2010a). 

Today’s urban designers and architects increasingly design and understand the form of 

buildings and cities through the lens of the “parametricism1” (Mayne & Allen, 2011). 

In more details, this new model of thinking uses advanced technologies involving 

digital morphogenesis to plan geometrically creative and socially vibrant urban spaces, 

depending only on formal, ecological and functional variables. Parametric urbanism is 

of great enthusiasm for reasons that are both technical and hypothetical. Technically, it 

offers the opportunity for the computer to dissect city fabric information and perhaps 

find new connections between the form of the city and its performance (Lee, Gu, & 

Williams, 2014). This capacity in turn tempts the hypothetically inclined urban 

planners to address whether this design methodology may be the key to uncovering 

new fabric schemes, or maybe even of recognizing an ideal form for the city itself. 

The implementation of this approach in a city scale is still in its earliest stages. 

However, Zaha Hadid had the capacity to win a group of global master planning 

competitions with projects that embody the key elements of this new approach. The 

result was an elite, lucidly comprehended city-scape that facilitated navigation through 

the architectural accentuation of both worldwide and local field properties. 

Complexity in this fabric system replaces the monotony of older planned 

developments and the perplexing visual disorder that marks virtually all unregulated 

contemporary city expansions. Moreover, Parametricism offers a new concept of deep 

relational in a city fabric by extending our contribution from urbanism to architecture. 

Then, we can further escalate the accentuating connections, including the methodical 

modulation of tectonic components (Zellner, 1999). Another moment of profound 

articulation is the coordination of landscape and open spaces. 
 
 
 
 

1 Parametricism is a style brought into digital design by Patrick Schumacher in his 
book (Parametricism: A new style of 21st century). Developed over the past 15 years 
and now claiming hegemony within pioneer architecture and urban designing 
practice at all scales from architecture to interior design to large urban planning 
(Schumacher, 2009). 
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In the other hand, this new design approach is still limited. There are aspects that it’s 

not able to control. For example, space configuration remains not clear for perceivers 

in parametric web because of the typical repetition of units (Canuto & Amorim, 2012). 

In addition, it failed to control the entrance numbers to the neighborhood block, 

percentage of open spaces over total study area, square meters of convex space per 

entrance and economy of urban network are aspects that are not considered in this new 

approach. 

 
To sum up, parametricism approaches and technologies have been transferred to 

informative urban design, as systems enabling the production of different 

methodologies of design by the adjustment of parameters. This new approach offers 

computational technologies to analyze city fabric data and discovers new relationships 

embedded. These relationships are used as inputs in parametric systems to create more 

complex and rational scheme. Even though there is a limitation for this design 

methodology, urban designers lay a lot of promise on it to bring to the field new 

understanding of deep relationships, new city fabric, and complexity needed to 

approach better living environments. The new information driven model considers 

quantifiable geospatial and time-based information as information parameters 

associating unique information to a geometric shape to make a connecting with 

experience that permits creators to research the information through a progressively 

evolving interface. Traditional information representations are uses varies strategies 

for infographic systems and information representation, for example, tables, pie 

outlines and histogram. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
II.1 Parametric urbanism 

 
II.1.1 emergence, limits and perspectives of a new trend in urban design 

based on parametric design systems, Patrick Schumacher, 2010 

Parametric Urban design term first introduced by Patrick Schumacher. Him 

and Zaha Hadid architects have described Parametric Urbanism in their urban projects, 

such as Stone Towers, Soho China, Beijing, New Cairo and Expo City, Cairo. By 

using social, cultural, spatial data as parametric input (Schumacher, 2010b). The key 

limit of the parametric script is used as a form process and finally creates the last game 

plan with no reference to important or demographic information. Negative heuristics 

(taboos): avoid resolute geometric primitives, for instance, squares, triangles and 

circles; keep up a key separation from direct repetition of parts, dodge juxtaposition of 

arbitrary segments or structures. 

Positive heuristics (definitive assessments): consider all structures to be parametrically 

adaptable; isolate well-ordered (at various rates), curve and partner intentionally. Yet 

parametric urbanism has been progressed by the demonstration of Zaha Hadid and 

Patrick Schumacher Planners and has been told in Engineering Affiliation (AA) for 

quite a long time, the blend of demographics, social and human factors into this PC 

controlled condition (basically molded with centers, lines, planes, and volumes) has 

not been totally inspected under the umbrella of parametric diagram (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 Kartal-Pendik Masterplan, Istanbul, turkey, 2006 
 

II.1.2 Information Urbanism: Parametric urbanism in junction with GIS 

data processing & fabrication, M Tang, J Anderson, 2014 

Ming Tang and Jonathon Anderson from the College of North Carolina 

Greensboro proposed to comprehend the capacity of assessing cultural, social and 

demographic data into a parametric input. Controlling zoning, transportation, and 

organizing city squares and different building types constructed Tang’s models. 

Finally, data urbanism wants to develop the qualities pre-described in the 

Parametricism methodology and catch the application of geospatial data Framework 

(GIS) by means of immaculately organizing key geospatial sections in the condition 

and integrating how people occupy probable arrangement game plans with an ultimate 

objective to create more adoptable urban structures (Tang and Anderson, 2014). The 

information is envisioned as topical maps with slant shading to address the 

quantifiable information from the data base as showed up in figure 2.2. The shading 

estimation of each pixel in the GIS topical guide. Afterward, it used color (range 0-

256) to create a run based 3D showing. However, the procedure is using picture 

modifying programming's to change the 2d maps into 3d show, which is not a 
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dependent system, because the urban guide is more outstanding to be seen as a 

representation or a photograph. 

The best way to create urban structures that includes stocks of information that 

remain as a bizarre system. As needs, be the social affair of individuals was left under 

the inclination that ideological articulation of parametric urbanism perceived Zaha's 

outline style. As needs, be we are left with originators not knowing how to show or 

reenact the casing from the parametric urbanism, essentially how to create 

thematically maps of the data which is displayed (Figure 2.2, 2.3). 

Figure 2.2 GIS thematic maps export the raster images into Excel, Grasshopper, 
Photoshop 
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Figure 2.3 Transferring family income data into a 3D surface 

The opening between an adjusted condition in the parametric blueprint handle and the 

genuine complex urban system in this present reality raises the intrigue and issues the 

arrangement methodology of parametric urbanism for all intents and purposes. 

 
 

II.2 Limits of Urban Simulation 
 

II.2.1 Swarm Urbanism, N Leach, 2009 
 

In the book of digital cities, the related existences of ants, urban territories and 

programming, Steven Johns shows the city as a declaration of advancement (Johnson, 

2002). A use of swarm basis to urban design triggers a move from thoughts of the end-

all technique to that of expert estimation as an urban arrangement gadget (N Leach, 

2009). This move changes the possibility of urban arrangement from a progressive 

course of 
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action of decisions at diminishing scales, to a simultaneous methodology in which a 

game plan of scaled down scale or close-by decisions associate with create a complex 

urban system. The term swarm urbanism insinuates a kind of 'swarm effect', where a 

system is changed parametrically using either electronic contraptions or Fri Otto's wet 

cross section basic strategies. These strategies are topologically modified or base 

geometrically settled and can't make subjective moves fit as a fiddle and space outside 

of these set-ups (Fang, 2011). The advantages of this systems are that the information 

embedded in individual pro have them effect and interface with each other (Iwamoto, 

2013; Neil Leach, 2009; Schumacher, 2010b). As Neil Leach depicted in Swarm- 

urbanism, the city obliges the potential results of human improvement and 

demographics through its uncommonly physicality. There is, along these lines, in 

Deleuzian terms, a kind of comparing presupposition among city and inhabitants. The 

city conforms its occupants, no not precisely the tenants change the city. After some 

time, the surface of the city progresses through correspondence with its occupants (N 

Leach, 2009). Two inter-connected programs where here created to investigate the 

potential outcomes of restoring the remarkable character of an inward city site in 

Budapest: simulation and genetic algorithms of pedestrian movement (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 Krassmimir Krastev and Fabiano Friedrich, Urbanoids, Budapest, Dessau 
Institute of Architecture, Germany, 2005 

II.2.2 Rhizomatic Urbanism, Deleuze, 2009 
 

In the original project, a thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari unfolds a 

speculative pattern that integrate personally with the method of reasoning of 

plateaus. For instant, they imply generally to breeding, to packs of animals and to 

the reasons of grouping. At that point, one of the core statutes of their objectivity is 

'people considering'- the likelihood that: 

‘Population not the individual is the matrix for the production of form’ 
 

(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) 
 

City/town is a framework, a wonder of trans consistency, that exists generally 

as a part of spread, and of circuits. Urban zones/towns must be understood as 

amalgams of 'methods', as spaces of vector streams that "change" to differentiating 
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information sources and main impetuses, like some programmed system. In Deleuzian 

terms, a kind of comparing presupposition among city and inhabitants. The city 

changes its occupants, no not precisely the tenants alter the city. After some time, the 

surface of the city progresses through coordinated effort with its occupants (Deleuze 

& Guattari, 1988). 

II.2.3 A thousand years of non-linear history, M Delanda, 1997 
 

Delanda makes intriguing studies to understand the capacity of using 

mechanized reenactments for urban areas. He needed to perceive the distinctive sorts 

of real-time simulations. Due to Delanda, there are two sorts: 3D-Simulations uses 

various conditions to get the rate of improvement of a given city (as a segment of 

various rates, like movement rates, birth rates of occupants, rates of essentialness use) 

or to catch rates of urbanization over entire ranges. For minute, Guilhernme Ressel, 

Progressed Favelas, Dessau Establishment of Designing, Germany. This wander is 

written using general vocabulary generated from the method of reasoning of authentic 

favelas from Brazil to deliver a case of unconstrained urban advancement which 

consistently settlements the scene (Figure 2.5). 

Discrete models of real-time simulations that trace growth rates in order to 

improve from bottom up. 'these are called "multi-administrator" structures, and 

contain discrete substances (experts) whose lead is demonstrated by fundamentals, 

interface with each other and convey new effects from these affiliations (Delanda, 

n.d.). In his work Delanda views authorities as relations of a segment to aggregate. 

Urban areas in this manner, are the intangible spaces in which those components play 

out their daily routines, and they demonstrate a settled course of action of part-to-

whole relations: solitary neighborhoods and districts, and so forth. Thusly, before 

applying multi-administrator reenactments, it should be clear that a whole in specific 

scale is a part in accompanying scale. 
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Figure 2.5 Guilhernme Ressel, Digital Favelas, Dessau Institute of Architecture, 
Germany, 2006 
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Before we can create structures themselves, we ought to show the essential 

authority set up that offer rising to them. To mimic methods, we require multi-pro 

diversion structures that are more elaborative, for instance, City Engine. Right when 

using this system, we ought to first develop at what scale we will show a given 

wonder. It is matter of what timescale we are reproducing: for the timescale ordinary 

of the term of an improvement augment (say, two or three years) benchmarks and 

controls can be shown as given and steady; for longer timescale (say, the headway of 

land-use movement in a city over various decades), the principles themselves must be 

allowed to change (N Leach, 2009).'Amid the rash generally attempts to examine the 

capacity of delivering modernized reenactments of urban advancement, Delanda offers 

us some deterrent direction. Before we can create structures themselves, we ought to 

demonstrate the essential administration handle that offer climb to them. Besides, as a 

primary concern the ultimate objective to do this, we ought to have the ability to 

devise canny essential initiative masters that can affect others and reflect upon their 

own specific decisions. At precisely that point, doubtlessly, would be in a position to 

duplicate the advancement of genuine city. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEACH HYPOTHESIS 

 
� Informative Inter-articulation of Subsystems 

move from single correlation differentiation (for example, Schools spatial 

locations) to a scripted association of multiple subsystems accessibility, 

relation to surrounding spaces and success as a pattern in the street networking. 

Change in any one system is correlated with differentiation in the other 

systems. 

� The 2D, 3D maps will build an adequate information to guide the multi-agent 
simulations. 

� Parametric Responsiveness 

the real-time simulation of data patterns manifest the continuous energetic 

adjustment. the constructed environment subsequently ought to gain responsive 

organization at various timescales. 

� The proposed method creates a data platform that will complete the loop 

between urban planning and operations by adopting interdisciplinary feedback 

theory instead of having fixed master plan 

� Thematically maps that simulated agents built will unfold traffic flows 
between data. 
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IV.1 The Process 

CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY 

 

IV.1.1 Phase 1: Data Collection. 
 

step 1: Selecting a region in downtown Lubbock as a case study. 

Step 2: Layer all Data as followed 

PHYSICAL DATA 
 

Building Heights, Formal Setbacks, Open Spaces, Growth Patterns, Building 

Density (Footprint + FAR), Master Plan Proposals 

SOCIAL DATA 
 

Population Density, Pedestrian Traffic, Crime Rates, Destinations, Social 

Events, Employment, Civic Buildings 

ECONOMIC DATA 
 

Land Use, Programmatic Distribution, Economic Development, Industry 

INFRASTRUCTURAL DATA 

Transportation System (highway, interstate, roadways), Water Supply, Power 

Supply, Sewage Systems, Emergency Plans, Bike Paths 

Step 3: using ArcGIS and processing software's to simplify the data 
 
 

IV.1.2 Phase 2: Unfold City Map. 
 

Step 1: Unroll map 
 

Translating the data simplified on the city map. 

Step 2: Layer all data on the unrolled city map 
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IV.1.3 Phase 3: Connections Between Data Layered. 
 

Step 1: find connections between different mapped data 

Step 2: draw thematic maps of the discovered connections 

 
agents. 

Step 3: translate the connecting on the simulation programs as interactive 
 
 

IV.1.4 Phase 4: Feed Back. 
 
Step 1: Reinsert the new data discovered into the current city fabric 
 
Step 2: Modify the context to cope with the flow of data and propose solutions. 

 

Step 3: Translate the noticed connections into fabrication using specific 

regions that simulate the fabrication tools (Figure 4.1). 

 
 

IV.2 Geometric Representation 
 

Point, line, shape – essential geometric speaking to geospatial elements, for 

example, the historic point, stream, bundles, province, and land use in GIS. Point, line 

and shape can be utilized to create a diagrammatic guide that contain GIS information, 

for example, zoning, populace, transportation, and other unique data. Developing 

parametric demonstrating apparatuses can read the geometries extricated from GIS 

information set and execute a relating displaying operation to break down and control 

the geometries. The outcome demonstrate acquires all the geometric data from the 

underlying GIS information set. 
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Figure 4.1 Four steps of the process 
 
 
 
 
 

17 
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IV.2.1 2D Map Representation 
 

Geospatial information can be composed into point-based, or line-based orders. 

For example, state, regions, tracks, pieces, and packages are normally spoken to as 

polygons. Streams and transportation systems are normally spoken to as lines. Basic 

lines with included qualities can be translated as various unique components, for 

example, transportation systems or social associations, contingent upon their 

representation in the specific circumstance. For example, a shading guide can be built 

in light of the dissemination investigation and spatial coordination values with space 

language structure strategy. The new information can then be included top of the 

current road system to speak to its spatial linkages. Uncommon incorporation esteem 

connected with the lanes can be seen. 

IV.2.2 3D Model Representation 
 

One of the objectives of developing a 3D scene is to speak to the factual data, 

for example, demographic information from the Registration Department. The 

procedure can investigate the connections among scene components and other social 

and monetary parameters. For example, the uncommon reconciliation qualities can be 

characterized as the lead to control the tallness of a 3D surface. Despite the fact that 

the created display does not mirror any genuine typology here because of its solitary 

parameter, it allows the viewer to watch complex 3D urban examples that convey the 

data obviously. This procedure is like how shape lines and computerized rise pictures 

are utilized to speak to 3D geology. These sorts of interpretations convey implications 

by controlling information in different organizations and structures, which permit 

focuses, lines. Surfaces, and masses to be translated as diagrammatic items (Figure 

4.2). 
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Figure 4.2 Phase 1, 2, 3 as a diagram 
 

IV.2.3 Data Representation with Digital Fabrication. 
 

With the recently produced information, the making of physical models 

through 3D printing, CNC processing, and laser cutting is an effective representation 

technique. Planners can stream geospatial information into 3D modeling software, 

which permits them to control and control the representational geometry and produce 

the suitable document for advanced manufacture. Accordingly, planners can make an 

interpretation of the theoretical data into cutting examples, apparatus ways, and 3D 

frames for computerized manufacture. These curios were educated by the non- 

geometric information and not planned self-assertively property and machine 

handling. Creating, gathering, and communicating with a 3D physical model are the 

one of a kind encounters that architects will never have the capacity to accomplish by 

survey a unique information set or topical guide. The physical model turned into a 

representation of the dynamic relationship between different information sets. 
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‘The marriage between 

theoretical information and 

manufacture innovation 

empowers an alternate 

mentality and plan thinking 

process. The dimensional and 

physical model turns into a 

protest that speaks to the mix 

of different geospatial 

information sets’ (Tang and 

Anderson 2011). The 

physical model additionally 

shows the shrouded spatial 

patter and starts novel outline 

arrangements (Figure 4.3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.3 The Feed Back process as diagram 
20 
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V.1 All Data Layered 

CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS 

 

This research selected Lubbock, Texas, USA as a proof of concept. It analyzed 

seven spatial data layers: places of worship, hospitals, schools, parcels, 

neighborhoods, highways and railroads (Figure 5.1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1 Center of data selected in Lubbock city 

V.1.1 Mean to Median Center 

Comparing the mean to median center of all data clarifies that the distribution 

of the data is logical since the distance between mean and median center is minimum 

(Figure 5.2). 

 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5.2 Mean to Media center distance 
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This research analyses social and financial data then grouped them into square 

zones. the US Census data base survey was used to create heat maps of Lubbock 

depending on the population growth, housing statues, mortgage, financial statues. 

Lubbock urban plan helped dividing the city into four side polygons and highlight the 

main street network surrounding them (Appendix E). By comparing the highway 

analysis with the parcels data analysis, the high dense streets corresponded with high 

dense neighborhoods. The financial statues, social events, cultural history and ethnic 

origins of the parcels effect also on the roads surrounding them. The parcels analysis 

in appendix E effected also on the distribution and special locations of the public 

services (Appendix A). the grasshopper definition is very promising if it could be 

developed to correlate all parcels heat maps created with the multi agent based 

simulation in order to trace and recreate how these neighborhoods function in real- 

time which might discover new inner-connections between different data sets 

(Appendix E). The future direction is to translate these heat maps into 3D physical 

models then layer them to see how they interconnect in order to understand the cause 

of school’s actual feeding system occurs in the city. Analyzing median center, 

distributional direction, heat map, 3D of all data layered individually in order to find 

correlations and patterns between them. Different data representation methods such as 

mean to median center, heat map, 3D models, fabrication and agent simulation give an 

insight into how these data function and correspond to each other. In addition, it might 

also lead to discovering new connections between them (Figure 5.3,5.4,5.5). 
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Figure 5.3 Parcels median center, directional distribution, heat map, 3D map 
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Figure 5.4 Places of worship median center, directional distribution, heat map,  

3D map 
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Figure 5.5 Highways median center, directional distribution, heat map, 3D map 
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V.1.2 Directional Distribution 

The directional distribution of all data layered demonstrated that all data sets 

are directed to north east and south west of Lubbock except the highway and railroads 

which were perpendicular on the majority of directional distribution (Figure 5.6). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.6 Directional distribution of all data, this map was created using ArcGIS 

the average closest neighbor tool measures the separation between every 

component centroid and its closest neighbor's centroid area. It then locates midpoints 

of all these closest neighboring separations. In the event that the normal separation is 

not exactly the normal for a speculative irregular circulation, the dispersion of the 

elements being investigated is viewed as grouped. On the off chance that the normal 

separation is more prominent than a speculative arbitrary conveyance, the components 

are viewed as scattered. The normal closest neighbor proportion is ascertained as the 

watched normal separation partitioned by the normal separation (with expected normal 

separation being founded on a theoretical arbitrary dissemination with a similar 

number of elements covering a similar aggregate range (Appendix A). 
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The High/Low Clustering tool returns five qualities: Observed General G, 

Expected General G, Difference, Z-Score, and P-Esteem. These qualities are available 

from the Outcomes window and are additionally passed as determined yield values for 

potential use in models or scripts. Alternatively, this device will make a HTML 

document with a graphical synopsis of results. Double tapping on the HTML record in 

the Outcomes window will open the HTML document in the default Web program 

(Appendix A). 

 
Spatial Autocorrelation by Distance measures spatial autocorrelation in view 

of highlight areas and characteristic qualities utilizing the Worldwide Moran's I 

measurement. You can get to the consequences of this apparatus (counting the 

discretionary report document) from the Outcomes window. On the off chance that 

you impair foundation handling, results will likewise be composed to the Advance 

exchange box. The table shown below compare all spatial data properties and unfold 

the average nearest neighbor, high to low clustering, and spatial autocorrelation by 

distance of public services within Lubbock city boarders. It also helps understanding 

the way these data were distributed by using Z-score method (Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1 Spatial location analysis of all data 
 

Data     Schools  Places of 
Worship  

Hospitals   Street 
Networks  

parcels  Rail Roads  neighborhoods  
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Autocorrelation  
 

mean 
distance 

 

 
0.0052  

0.0072  
 

0.0133  
 

0.0019  82.6413  
US_Feet  

0.0038  1144.0192  
meters  

mean 
distance 

 

912.4910  831.4977  2440.6099  104.6921  29.7644  
US_Feet  

585.3503  657.7238  
meters  

Nearest 
neighbor 
ratio  

0.000006  
 

0.000009  0.000005  0.000019  2.776516  0.000006  1.739361  

Z-score  -  -  -6.897635  -  1004.784806  -28.759564  18.924049  

 
0.760196  
 

0.942364  0.221200   0.000017  0.599251  0.000016  

Expected 
 

0.620383  
 

0.837516  0.257576   0.000015  0.600472  0.000099  

Variance  0.000481  0.000293  0.002563  0  0  0.000057  0  
Z-score  6.378063  6.128557  -0.718554   95.753675  -0.161156  -3.293994  

Moran’s 
index  

1.282061  0.235820  0.544220      

index  
-0.010870  -0.009009  0.090909     

 
 

Variance  0.204930  0.000021  0.037174   0    
z-score  2.856096  53.939266  3.294144      
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V.2 Hospitals 
Hospitals were divided into five layers: General, physicians, tubercles, family 

and clinics. It was planned to layer all of them and find connections as described in the 

school’s data section (in page 34). The research used the insurance companies 

provided by each specific hospital. For instance, group the hospital levels by the 

insurance company they provide in order to explore how patents move between 

different hospitals (Figure 5.7). 

 

Figure 5.7 Spatial locations of Hospitals in Lubbock city 
 
 

The red zones of the heat map illustrate the collected locations of hospitals. 

The blue zones demonstrate the scattered spatial locations of these data (figure 5.8). 

the 3D map was generated from the heat map in order to give a physical expression 
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Figure 5.8 Heat map of hospitals showing the dense areas depending on the 
location inside Lubbock city 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.9 3D map of hospitals created depending on the heat map. 
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V.3 Highway Analyses 

V.3.1 Connectivity 

Heat Maps of cluster spotting, red as close neighbors to blue as far neighbors. 

This map is used to build in smart movement decisions of multi agent used in the 4D 

simulation explained in the last part of analysis chapter (Figure 5.10). 

 

Figure 5.10 Connectivity- This map can be generated using Space 
Syntax/Depthmapx 

 
Axial map (connectivity), the 3D model was derived from the heat map shown 

in figure 5.10, it is crucial to add physical sense of how much space is been occupied 

by each highway in Lubbock (Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.11 3D map of highways derived from the heat map 
 

V.3.2 Integration Map 

Integration map classifies the streets depending on the width and connectivity. 

Red layer refers to the heavy street network. Blue layer refers to the less occupied 

street network. This map was used force the agents to prefer the red spotted roads 

while moving (Figure 5.12a, 5.12b). 
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Figure 5.12a Integration map- This map can be generated using Space 
Syntax/Depthmapx segmental map(integration) 

 
5.12b Down Town zoon in of integration map analysis. Avenue Q and 19th St 
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V.3.3 Angular Connectivity 

Segmental/Angular connectivity highlights the neighborhood surrounding 

streets depending on number of conjunctions on this street and its length. This map 

highlights the main highways connecting neighborhoods. Depending on the color 

spectrum, the red layer is the preferred highway being taken by agents and the blue is 

the least preferred streets chosen by agents (Figure 5.13a, 5.13b). 

 

Figure 5.13a angular connectivity- This map can be generated using Space 
Syntax/Depthmapx segmental map (Angular connectivity) 
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Figure 5.13b Detailed map of angular connectivity highlighting highways 
 
 

V.3.4 Metric Choice Map 

VGA/Metric choice map analyses used to define the connectivity of Lubbock 

street network to outside district. The reason is that there are students coming from 

outside district. So, the yellow and red streets (layers) were used in the simulation. 

The analysis depends on the street length to determine connectivity to outside district 

(figure 5.14). 
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Figure 5.14 Metric Choice Map-This map can be generated using Space 
Syntax/Depthmapx VGA (Metric Choice) 

 
V.4 Schools 

This research analyzed school data and applied all four phases mentioned in 

the method chapter. It reevaluates the traffic system around schools by analyzing the 

highway networks and school data provided by Lubbock independent school district. 

It then evaluates the standard versus actual school feeding system. 

V.4.1 Cluster Group 

This tool was used to group the schools depending on their neighboring spatial 

location as mentioned also in (all data layered) section. Clustering the school data as 

zones depending on the district they serve inside the city (Figure 5.15). 
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Figure 5.15 Cluster Group- this map subdivides the schools spatial location using 
color grouping- Using ArcGIS/Group Analysis to create this map 

 
V.4.2 Heat Map 

Heat map is crucial for the next step of simulation because it provides a 

visualization of school locations. The red zones show the areas where agent collapses 

will occur. It also shows that heavy traffic occurs in these areas (Figure 5.16). 
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Figure 5.16 All schools Heat Map 

V.4.3 Contour Lines 

Converting point data to contour line map demonstrate how the data are 

distributed inside Lubbock (Figure 5.17). 

 

Figure 5.17 Contour lines 
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The 3D map demonstrates how much space schools spatial locations are 

covering inside Lubbock (Figure 5.18). 

 

Figure 5.18 3D contour heat map 

V.4.4 Elementary Schools 

Clustering the elementary school’s spatial location data as groups due to the 

neighborhoods they serve. There are 31 elementary schools in Lubbock Independent 

School District as shown in Appendix C (Figure 5.19). 
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Figure 5.19 Elementary School’s spatial locations 
 

V.4.5 Middle Schools 

Due to LISD resources, there are eleven middle school in Lubbock district. 

They are scattered evenly to serve all neighborhoods’ in an equal distance. This 

research focused only on the feeding system from E to M schools and tried to solve 

the traffic signing system in it. After the analysis, the research discovered that all 

middle schools in the east side of the city has been shut down and new ones were built 

in the south-west direction. The reason, is because the future urban planning of the 

city is changing the land use if the east side from residential into industrial zone. This 

is one of the reasons the Marsha Sharp avenue that split the city in half is always have 

heavy traffic because all student need to use it to get to their middle schools. The 

simulation corresponded to this problem when 51 collapses occurred while the agents 

could not follow the orders given to them when trying to use that specific high way 

(Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.20 Middle Schools depended on 2014 survey 

V.4.6 High Schools 

There are six high schools in LISD, there distribution indicates how the city is 

directed while growing. This research used the location, number of students feeding 

from each specific middle school to these high schools in Lubbock school district 

(Figure 5.21). 

 

Figure 5.21 High Schools locations inside Lubbock district 
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V.4.7 Standard/Feeding from Elementary Schools to Middle Schools 

(Figure 5.22, 5.23). 

• Smith E S (662), Whiteside E S (560) ~ Irons M S 
• Bowie E S (251), Centennial E S (734), Hardwick E S (442), Rush E S (423) 

~ Mackenzie M S 

• Overton E S (402), Stewart E S (383), Wester E S (486), Williams E 

S (406) ~Smiley Wilson M S 
• Alderson E S (641), Ervins E S (740), Harwell E S (506), Hodge E S (476) 

~ Dunbar M S 
• Guadalupe E S (254), Jackson E S (297), McWhorthy E S (524), Wolffarth 

E S (463), Wright E S (254) ~ Cavazos M S 
• Madegen E S (415), Ramirez E S (494), R Wilson E S (518) ~ Hutchinson 

M S 
• Baylee E S(707), Parsons E S(458), Roberts E S(713) ~ Atkins 
• Honey E S (395), Miller E S (605), Waters E S (722) ~ Evans M S 
• Bean E S (603), Brown E S(475), Dupre E S (292), Wheelock E S (379) ~ O 

L Slaton 
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Figure 5.22 Standard Feeding from E S to M S 
 
 

The standard feeding system designed by Lubbock independent school district 

office, depended on the spatial location of the schools in order to determine which 

elementary school (LISD) should feed into which middle school. The map above 

shows the average of three elementary schools feed into one specific middle school 

that located close to them but they are not in a walking distance. The students need to 

use transportation in order to reach their middle schools. One of the reasons is the 

scattered urban planning of the city and the hot environment of the city make it 

unfriendly walking city. With all planning, still 80-85% of students use private and 

public transportation everyday due to LISD resources. More than 6,000 students use 

vehicles to get to school which adds to traffic load and conjunction due to the actual 

feeding map shown in (Figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.23 Standard/Three levels of schools layered and connected 

 Schools 
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V.4.8 Actual/Feeding from Elementary Schools to Middle Schools 

This map shows the actual feeding system from elementary schools to middle 

schools in LISD. If we compare the standard to actual map, we will find a deference in 

the feeding system. In the standard map, an elementary school feed into one specific 

middle school. in the other hand, the actual map shows that elementary school feeds 

into different middle schools. The research still requires more investigation on the 

reasons of this random feeding occurring in LISD. The first findings of the study 

discovered that this random feeding does not depend only on the school rankings but 

there are actually other factors taking place also, such as the race, neighborhoods, 

economic statues and some social factors. For example, Ramirez Middle School has a 

majority of Hispanic students compared to Overtone Elementary School attended by 

white ethnic race (Figure 5.24). 
 

Figure 5.24 Actual Feeding system from E S to M S 
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One part of the actual feeding from elementary schools to middle schools 

shows that these three elementary schools feed to eight middle schools compared to 

one middle school in the standard feeding system showed in the previews slides 

(Figure 5.25). 

 
Figure 5.25 One part of Actual feeding 

 
 

Multi Agent Based Simulations 
 
 

The agent based simulation depended on the previous analysis of highways and 

schools to determine how the gents move inside the city. This research used Rhino3D, 

Grasshopper plug-in, and Qualia tool to write the definition and the logic of the multi-

agent simulation, it then compared the results with the data analyzed maps of schools 

and highways. 
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The Agent’s Property: 

� Max speed: 40 m/h because 80-85% of students use transportation, this 

study neglected the 15% walking agents. Also, the average speed in Lubbock highways 

is 41 » 40 m/h. 

� Max force: 0.10 newton 

� Vision radios: 3 meters, it means when two agents inter three meter 
radios close, they start behave differently. 

� Creation rate 10 seconds, it means every 10 second an agent will 

appear in the specific location of the neighborhood to start moving toward the 

specific arrival point. 

� Align 2 meters, it means the max nearest neighboring between agents is 

two meters depending on the street lane width specified by Lubbock street traffic 

regulations. 

� Separation 1 meter, it means the separation between agents should be at 
least 1 meter. 

� Neighboring (choosing street), Lubbock streets was classified into three 
different categories that the agent should prefer to take the highways as following: 

o Highways neighboring = 4 m 
o Inner roads neighboring= 2.5 m 
o Neighbor streets= 1.8 meters. 

� Obstacle avoidance = 1 m, it means the agents should avoid any 
physical solid such as buildings, carbs and green areas by minimum one meter. 

� Collapse, when agents compile due to the heavy traffic, it was designed 
for them to collapse and stop moving. 

� 1 agent =10 students, for two reasons: first, LISD had »8,300, the 

agents were valued 10 students. The second reason is as mentioned before, the 

majority of students use transportation to get to schools, so the research calculated the 

average between how much the bus can take (15-20) compared to private vehicles (1- 

4) students. 
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The engine used to run the agents is called Qualia Tool (Appendix B). The 

arrival force is used to physically direct the agents toward the desired location as 

shown in figure 5.26. 

 
1 agent = 10 students 

 
 
 
 
 

The traces of the agents in the standard/actual simulations unfolded the streets 

occupied by the agents and showed where they had light traffic, heavy traffic and 

collapse (failure) occasions. Now, we can understand which streets the students use to 

get to school and how many students per specific street in a real-time based tracing 

system (Figure 5.27). 
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Figure 5.26 Multi Agent based simulation 
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Figure 5.27 Streets occupies by the traces of the agents 
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V.4.9 Baylee Elementary School 

Creating Thiessen Polygons from Point Features 

 
Each Thiessen polygon contains 

one spatial location point of data. the 

Thiessen polygon is closer to the point 

contained than the other surrounding 

points. 

Usage 
 
 

• This apparatus is utilized to isolate the zone secured by the info point 

highlights into Thiessen or proximal zones. These zones speak to full ranges where 

any area inside the zone is nearer to its related info indicate than whatever other 

information point. 

 
• Thiessen proximal polygons are developed as takes after: 

 
 

o All focuses are triangulated into a triangulated sporadic system (TIN) 

that meets the Delaunay rule. 

 
o The opposite bisectors for every triangle edge are created, framing the 

edges of the Thiessen polygons. The area at which the bisectors meet decide the areas 

of the Thiessen polygon vertices. 

 
• The outside limit of the yield Thiessen polygon highlight class is the 

degree of the point input highlights in addition to an extra 10%. In the event that 

the Extent environment is set to a particular degree window, this instrument device 

will utilize the earth setting to define its outside limit (Figure 5.28). 
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Figure 5.28 Creates Thiessen polygons from point features 

 
 
 

Standard: Baylee Elementary School feeds to Atkins Middle school 707 

as shown in (Figure 5.29). 

Actual: Baylee Elementary School ~: 
 

1)   Irons middle school 115 

2)   Evans middle school 9 

3)   Hutchinson M S 7 

4)   Ol Slaton 64 

5)   Akins M S 132 

6)   Dunbar M S 56 as shown in (Figure 5.30) 
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Figure 5.29 Standard Feeding system/One Elementary School 
 

Figure 5.30 Actual Feeding System 
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Figure 5.31 Baylee E S feeding to middle schools’ in standard versus actual system 

54 
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V.4.10 Smiley Wilson Middle School 
 

Standard E S feeding to M S 

Smiley Wilson Middle school ~450~Cornodo high school 

Elementary schools standard feed in to Smiley Wilson: 

1) Wester   E S ~486 

2) Stewart E S ~383 

3) Williams E S ~406 

4) Overton E S ~402 
 
 

Figure 5.32 Smiley Wilson M S/ Standard E S feeding to M S 
 
 

Actual E S feeding to Smiley Wilson M S 

By choosing one middle school to narrow down on how this methodology can 

solve traffic networking of one specific middle school y tracing agents in standard and 

actual feeding system (Appendix D) 
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Elementary schools standard feed in to Smiley Wilson: 

1) Wester E S ~84 

2) Stewart E S ~78 

3) Williams E S ~112 

4) Overton E S ~74 

5) Roberts E S ~85 

6) Harwell E S ~15 

7) Ervins E S ~39 

8) McWhorter  E S ~42 

9) Maedgen E S ~59 

Total 588 as shown in (Figure 5.33) 
 
 

Figure 5.33 Smiley Wilson M S/ Actual E S feeding to Smiley Wilson M S 
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Smiley Wilson M S Multi Agent Based Simulation 
 

Figure 5.34 Standard/the streets occupied by the simulated agents’ in Smiley 
Wilson M S 
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Figure 5.35 Actual/ the streets occupied by the simulated agents to Smiley 
Wilson M S 

 
The actual feeding from Elementary schools neighborhoods shows that only 

one middle school such as smiley Wilson middle school which have 450 students feed 

from out of school zone (500 m) reaches 6.3 miles as farthest point (Figure 5.36). 
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Figure 5.36 Smiley Wilson M S/ Multi Agent based simulation 
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V.4.11 Traffic Signs Suggested Solutions 

Existing traffic signs has been highlighted and tested by the agents. The 

pedestrian waling, school zone signs, schools parking lot and street design connecting 

the school to the highways. The number of student coming from each direction is 

counted. The south west side of Smiley Wilson M S has heavier traffic but there are no 

traffic signs corresponding to that flow (Figure 5.37). This middle school was chosen 

as a proof of concept to demonstrate how multi-agent simulation can help enhancing 

the traffic signing system. This approach is very promising by helping understand how 

the traffic system works in rea-time based simulation. The existing traffic system were 

highlighted and analyzed. Depending on this method, the streets were classified into 

heavy and light street traffics, also the exact number of students using each specific 

street in a specific time is known. the final phase of the process was suggesting urban 

solutions by proposing new street and adding specific traffic signs around the school 

as shown in (Figure 5.39). 
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Figure 5.37 Existing Traffic System 
 

Streets occupied by agents and counts 

From the simulation analysis, it clarifies that the number of student taking each street to get to the school. The shortest 

and widest streets direction the agents occupied. The collapse and conjunction the agents faced during movement. Smiley 

Wilson Middle school have 450 students feeding from different Lubbock neighborhoods (Figure 5.38). 
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Figure 5.38 Smiley Wilson M S/ Streets occupied by agents and counts 
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Proposed traffic, signs, parking lots 
 

Figure 5.39 Smiley Wilson M S/ Proposed traffic, signs, parking lots 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Findings, Contribution, and Future Directions 
 

o The directional distribution demonstrate that all data were distributed to north east 

and south 

o that emphasizes how will the city grow in the future. 

o It is expected that street network affected on how these data distributed 

o comparing the mean to median center of all data clarifies that the distribution of the 

data had almost the same results except highways and railroad. 

o The mean to median relationship was effected by directional distribution of 

these data 

o By Comparing the 3D maps with thematically maps of the simulation did not 

add valuable information 

o 3D and fabrication methodology used in this research need to be modified in 

the future work. 

o The 3D maps created in this research need to be more integrated with 

the simulation and be able to translate any table Data to 3d map. Also, 

it should work as a transitional step from 2d maps to simulation agents. 

o This method accurately evaluated the duality of Standard to actual feeding system in 

school data. 

o It is a potential to evaluate the city performance through real time multi agent 

summations. 

o The loop closing methodology used in schools can be applied to many 

public service data such as hospitals, taxi/uber. Basically, any data that 

have multiple layers. 

Sim
ulation 

2D
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3D
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o Maps built using simulated agents unfold the gap between Standard Lubbock 

independent district feeding system versus the actual situation of how the students 

(agents) occupies most of Lubbock traffic networking. 

o Few of multi agent based simulation crashed while moving from the 

neighborhoods to the desired school because of exceeding collapse prevention 

max number. The moving strategy of multi agent had based on the logic of 

(widest streets and shortest time to get to the desired location) achieved the 

desired goals. 

o the agents collapse prevention methodology can perform more 

accurate by adding attractor force to the arriver force toggle in 

grasshopper definition of Qualia tool. 
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APPENDIX A 

ALL DATA CLUSTER ANALYSIS REPORTS 
 

Schools 
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Spatial autocorrelation by distance report 
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Places of Worship 
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APPENDIX B 

GRASSHOPPER DEFINITIONS 
EIK tool used to create all maps analysis and simulation using one definition in 

Rhino 3D/Grasshopper plug in/EIK took. The definition is not complete yet and need to be integrated with Qualia for simulation 
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Grasshopper definition of multi-agent based simulation 
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APPENDIX C 

STANDARD SCHOOL FEEDING SYSTEM 
 

The standard feeding system from Elementary to Middle to High schools used 
in LISD. 

 
  
Name  Enrollment  High School Zone  
Coronado High School  2,097  Coronado  
Irons Middle School  702  Coronado  
Smith Elementary  662  Irons/Coronado  
Whiteside Elementary  560  Irons/Coronado  
Mackenzie Middle School  680  Coronado  
Bowie Elementary  251  Mackenzie/Coronado  
Centennial Elementary  734  Mackenzie/Coronado  
Hardwick Elementary  442  Mackenzie/Coronado  
Rush Elementary  423  Mackenzie/Coronado  
Smylie Wilson Middle School  450  Coronado  
Overton Elementary  402  Smylie Wilson/Coronado  
Stewart Elementary  383  Smylie Wilson/Coronado  
Wester Elementary  486  Smylie Wilson/Coronado  
Williams Elementary  406  Smylie Wilson/Coronado  
Estacado High School  701  Estacado  
Dunbar Middle School  610  Estacado  
Alderson Elementary  641  Estacado  
Ervin Elementary  740  Estacado  
Harwell Elementary  506  Estacado  
Hodges Elementary  476  Estacado  
Lubbock High School  2,043  Lubbock  
Cavazos Middle School  568  Cavazos/Lubbock  
Guadalupe Elementary  254  Cavazos/Lubbock  
Jackson Elementary  297  Cavazos/Lubbock  
McWhorter Elementary  524  Cavazos/Lubbock  
Wolffarth Elementary  463  Cavazos/Lubbock  
Wright Elementary  254  Cavazos/Lubbock  
Hutchinson Middle School  783  Lubbock  
Madegen Elementary  415  Hutchinson/Lubbock  
Ramirez Elementary  494  Hutchinson/Lubbock  
Roscoe Wilson Elementary  518  Hutchinson/Lubbock  
Monterey High School  2,073  Monterey  
Atkins Middle School  558  Monterey  
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Bayless Elementary 707 Atkins/Monterey 
Parsons Elementary 458 Atkins/Monterey 
Roberts Elementary 713 Atkins/Monterey 
Evans Middle School 890 Monterey 
Honey Elementary 395 Evans/Monterey 
Miller Elementary 605 Evans/Monterey 
Waters Elementary 722 Evans/Monterey 
O L Slaton Middle School 616 Monterey 
Bean Elementary 603 O L Slaton/Monterey 
Brown Elementary 475 O L Slaton/Monterey 
Dupre Elementary 292 O L Slaton/Monterey 
Wheelock Elementary 379 O L Slaton/Monterey 
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APPENDIX D 

ACTUAL SCHOOL FEEDING SYSTEM 
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APPENDIX E 
 

ANALYSING LUBBOCK PARCELS 

USING HEAT MAP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Population density 
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Recent population change 
 
 

Population age 65 plus
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Future population change 
 
 

Recent occupied housing 
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Vacant housing 
 
 

Owner occupied housing 
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Foreclosure starts 
 
 

Free and cleat housing 
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Housing with mortgages 
 
 

Median household income 
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Attached Video files of all simulations: 

 

F. SCHOOLS 3 LAYERS STANDARD FEEDING 

          G. ALL SCHOOLS STANDARD FEEDING 

H. ALL SCHOOLS ACTUAL FEEDING 

I. STANDARD FEEDING SYSTEM STREET OCCUPATION 

J. STANDARD FEEDING SYSTEM STREET OCCUPATION 

K. BAYLEE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STANDARD FEEDING 

L. BAYLEE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ACTUAL FEEDING 

M. SMILEY WILSON MIDDLE SCHOOL STANDARD FEEDING 

N. SMILEY WILSON MIDDLE SCHOOL ACTUAL FEEDING 
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